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Abstract
Our resource contains a quiz on the Data Protection Act, a presentation on Phishing, on Web 3.0 and on key stroke capture technology.

Introduction/background
Web Innovation covers the new technologies on the internet and it will change the way people use the internet. While the existing of law constrains the behaviour of internet users, Security is a big topic which might be one of the most important parts of computing because it ensures a safe and enjoyable computing experience.

Discussion
The quiz has a bunch of questions which cover the principles of the Data Protection Act, each of them covering a different part of the Act. This is useful because it can help teach people the basics knowledge of the law. Kejun created a presentation which is about Web 3.0. It covers the general concepts behind Web 3.0. It includes the Semantic Web. Alex also created a presentation, but his topic was phishing. Phishing is the fraudulent process of obtaining passwords and account numbers by masquerading as an authority.

Method
We had a preliminary meeting in which we each chose our topic of choice. We mainly focused on online research using Wikipedia, Google Scholar and reading the Data Protection Act. Josh, Alex and Andy decided to make a presentation because they are straightforward while Miro chose to make a quiz to create helpful study guide for the exam.

Conclusion
By doing these topics we ourselves learned much about of them. As a group we worked quite well together, regularly giving each other updates on the status of the project.

Group name: The Pyjamas (ad hoc)
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